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Royal Cookies Auto 

By combining the gourmet Royal Cookies with ruderalis genetics, a unique new hybrid was created. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax 9,50 €

Price with discount 8,64 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 9,50 €

Sales price without tax 8,64 €

Discount 

Tax amount 0,86 €

Ask a question about the seed 

Seed BankRoyal Queen Seeds 

Description 
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Royal Cookies Automatic: Dank Cookies In A Hurry

Dank ingredients and deluxe size Royal Cookies Automatic gives “easy bake” a whole new meaning.

By combining the gourmet Royal Cookies with ruderalis genetics, a unique new hybrid was created. Indoors, Royal Cookies Automatic will grow
larger than the average auto strain. Heights of 60-120cm are common. These cookies are definitely not snack-size. Royal Cookies Automatic is
a perfect fit for SOG growers. If you treat her right in the grow-op, heavy yields up to 450g/m² can be achieved in 8-10 weeks from seed.

Outdoors in a hot climate, even during a short summer, amazing crops can be cultivated. The ability to bloom independently of hours of sunlight
means you can harvest multiple batches of cookies from spring to autumn. With plants capable of growing up to 140cm tall and producing
130-180g/plant, even beginners can accumulate a fat stash of cookies. Royal Cookies Automatic is uber-potent and super fast-flowering. Crop
up to 18% THC cookie nugs in as little as 8 weeks.

Delicious Effects

As a true dessert cannabis strain, Royal Cookies Automatic is a perfect after dinner smoke for the connoisseur. Buds are tight and covered in
resin. The signature biscuit aroma and subtle minty aftertaste of the original cookies “recipe” are both retained. Most importantly, the couch-
locking physical effect will hit you fast and last for hours.

At 18% THC and with minimal CBD, Royal Cookies Automatic is not just potent for an autoflowering strain; these cookies are deliciously dank,
period.

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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